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Abstract
Twelve two-phaseheat transfer fluids were tested in aluminum and carbon
steel reflux capsules for over 25,000 hours at temperaturesup to 300°C.
Results of these tests are presented. Several fluids showed very good
stability,and would be useful for long duration heat transfer applications
over the range 50 to 350°C.
Instrumentsfor the measurementof surface tension and viscositywere
also constructedfor use with heat transfer fluids over the temperature
-- range 0 to 300°C and with pressures from 0 to i0 atmospheres. The
surface tensionmeasuring device constructedrequires less than a 1.0 cc
sample and displayed an accuracy of ±5% in preliminarytests, while the
viscometer constructedfor this program requires a 0.050 cc sample and
_ also showed an accuracy of about ±5% in initial tests.
i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This program extends investigationsinitiatedin an earlier search (NAS3-
_ 20222) for thermally stable two-phaseworking fluids for the temperature
range i00 to 400°C.
The applicationof heat pipes to thermal transportprocesses in this temper-
ature range has been hindered for some time by the lack of suitable fluid-
envelope combinationscapable of long-termcompatibilityand integrity. In
the previous NASA program, a number of potentiallypromising fluids were
identifiedand are currentlyundergoingcompatibilitytesting at Sigma
Research,Inc. In addition to these fluids identifiedand placed in test,
_ a very promising family of fluids, the halogenatedaromatic hydrocarbons,
was recognized. With the addition of a halogen constituent,ring compounds
_ take on a number of desirableproperties not found in the normal aromatic
hydrocarbons. For this reason, it appeared desirableto subject these
fluids to the same type of rigorous testing program already in progress.
In the case of many of the halogenatedaromatics, as well as for a number
of other working fluids,it is clear that fluid property data in the temper-
ature range i00 to 300°C are often inadequateor completelylacking. Since
-- heat pipe function is greatly affected by fluid properties such as viscosity
and surfacetension, it is imperativethat accurate values for these prop-
_ erties be determined. Due to the vapor pressures and temperaturesinvolved
in this operating range, specialmeasurementdevices are required,and
instrumentswere constructedto measure these properties over the temper-
ature range 0 to 300°C and to pressuresof i0 atmospheres.
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2.0 TECHNICAL RESULTS
In this section,program results are discussedin detail. Three basic
tasks were performed in this program. The first task, discussed in Section
2.1, was a further investigationof intermediate-temperature(I00 to
350°C) working fluids,and specifically,the halogenatedaromatichydro-
carbons, using a test stand constructedunder Contract NAS3-20222 (report
135255).(I)
The second task was to build and deliver to Lewis Research Center devices
for measuring, over a wide range of temperaturesand pressures,working
fluid viscosity and working fluid surface tension. In the search for new
heat pipe working fluids,it has become quite clear that many potentially
interestingfluids have totally unknownviscositiesand surface tension,
yet these physical properties are of first-orderimportanceto heat pipe
function. In this section,the theoreticalbases for these instrumentsare
developed. A more device-orienteddiscussion is presented in the corre-
sponding User's Manuals.
m.
The third task was a culminationof the working fluid studies in that two
heat pipes were built and charged with appropriateintermediate-temperature
working fluids. These pipes were then deliveredto Lewis Research Center
and are suitable for use as either demonstrationheat pipes or life test
heat pipes.
2.1 HalogenatedAromatic Compounds
In the previous working fluid study program (NAS3-20222),it was shown that
ring-structuredaromatic hydrocarbonsare much more thermallystable than
straight-chainhydrocarbons. Naphthalene,for example, was identifiedas a
comparativelystable organicworking fluid for the intermediatetemperature
range with a melting point of 80.I°C and a boiling point of 218°C. Other
potential aromaticworking fluids includediphenyl (b.p.= 255°C) and the
terphenyls (b.p.= 332 - 405°C).
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An unfortunatedisadvantageof these fluids is that they are solids at room
-- temperature,and the start-upof such heat pipes could conceivablylead to
a freeze-outphenomenonwherein the working fluid condensesand freezes in
the condenserinstead of remaininga liquid and returning to the evaporator.
It would be desirable for a heat pipe working fluid to be a liquid over a
wide temperaturerange to minimize this possible problem, but without
sacrificingthermal stability.
Halogenatedaromatic hydrocarbonsare of interest in this context,particu-
larly the fluorinatedcompounds. As shown in Table 2.1-1, the carbon-
fluorinebond is actually somewhat strongerthan the carbon-hydrogenbond,
indicating that fluorinatedring-structurecompounds should be quite stable.
-- A clear example of this is the fluid hexafluorobenzene(C6F6).
_ This material has a melting point of 5°C and a boiling point of 80.25°C,
(2)
and is considered to be thermallystable to a temperatureof 650°C.
Various physical properties are summarizedin Table 2.1-2. The liquid
density at 25°C is 1.61 g/cm3. The vapor pressure of hexafluorobenzeneat
various temperaturesis given by the relation of Table 2.1-2. If a pres-
sure of 15 atmospheresis consideredthe maximum safe working pressure,
then this fluid is usable up to 195°C. Other possible halogenatedaromatics
include the fluoro- and chloro-napthalenes. The Koppers Company of Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania,made a wide range of chlorinatednapthalene materials
-- that were usedinsuch varied applicationsas sludge removal additives in
petroleum oils and as high quality dielectric liquids and waxes.(3) The
melting and boiling points of these materials are presented in Figure 2.1-
1 as a function of chlorinationlevel. It is quite remarkable that the
addition of 1 chlorinemolecule to napthalenedrops the melting point of
the material from 80.1 (purenapthalene)to -25°C (mono-chloronapthalene),
while the boiling point goes from 218 to 250°C. Dichloronapthalene, on the
other hand, has a melting point of about 60°C, and in this respect is
similar to pure napthalene. These materials were relatively inexpensive,
costing on the order of $1.00/ib. Unfortunately,Koppers Company halted
production of these materials during 1977 because of excessive costs in
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Table 2.i-i
BOND DISSOCIATIONENERGIES FOR VARIOUSWORKING
FLUID VAPORS (Kcal/mole)i
H CH3 C2H5 CHO OH F C1 Br I NH2 C C2H
H 104 104 98 -79 119 136 103 88 71 104 120
CH3 104 88 85 71-75 88 i08 84 70 56 79 105-110
C2H <121 -ii0 -109
C2H3 104 92 -90 -84 84 -55 -121
CH3CO 89 81 83 -59 ii0 119 79 -67 -51 -98
C2H5 98 85 85 -71 90 81 69 53 78
C2H50 102 80 82 42
n-C3H7 98 85 79 -71 82 69 50 77 -106
i-C3H7 95 84 -75 92 106 81 68 .53 85 -103
n-C4H9 94 78 78
i-C_H9 91 80 91 79 63 50 84 _
C6H5 112 93 94 -83 96 125 86 70-72 61 -94 -124 -119
C6HsCH2 85 70 68 77 68 51 38 59 -95
CIoH7 70
CIoH7-CH2 -76
i) Variations of ± I0 Kcal/moleare not uncommon among different investigators.
meeting OSHAplant-site regulations(4) and Koppers Company was the only
U.S. company manufacturingthe pure chlorinatednapthaleneson a production
basis. However, Mobay Chemical Corporationmanufacturessome chlorinated
napthalenemixtures, and the materials are still available from chemical
supply houses.
Because of the unusualmelting point depressionwith mono-chloronapthalene
it could be expected that monofluoronapthalenewould show similarbehavior.
This has been found to be correct--themelting point of l-fluoronapthalene
is -9°C and its boiling point is 216°C. It was also found that the melting
point of octafluoronapthalene(CIoF8)is 87-88°C, which is much lower than
a value of 185°C for octachloronapthalene.0ctafluoronapthaleneis, of
course, nonflammable. The fluorinatednapthaleneshave not been commer-
cialized but are availableas relatively expensivereagents from chemical
supply houses. For example, 25 grams of octafluoronapthalenecost $45.00.
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Table 2.1-2
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HEXAFLUOROBENZENEi
-- Formula - C6F6
Molecular weight - 186.06
Freezing point - +5°C
_ Boiling point - +80.25°C
Critical point - 243.2 0.4°C
Critical pressure - 32.05 0.71 atm
Heat of vaporizationat boilingpoint = 32,700 J/g-mole
Surface tension - = 24.62 - 0.113T (dynes/cm,°C)
Viscosity at boiling point = 0.43 centipoise
Specific gravity - 1.61 g/cm3 at 25°C
-- Vapor pressure - logl0 (P) = 4.37835 - 1386.88/(T+ 238.03) (atm, °C)
Stability - thermallystable at over 650°C
Toxicity - medium lethal air concentrationfor mice/2 hrs = 95
-- mg/liter
_Derivedfrom Reference 2.
The discussion presented in this sectiondocuments the unusual properties
of halogenatedaromatic compounds. Hexafluorobenzene,for example, is
thermally stable to 650°C, while monochloronapthalenehas a remarkably low
melting point of -25°C. These halogenatedaromatic compoundspossess a
great deal of the thermal stabilityassociatedwith the benzene ring
-- structure,while displaying other favorableproperties such as a wide
liquid-phaserange.
2.1.1 Reflux Tests
-- Thirteen working fluids have been installedin mild steel (A-178)and
aluminum (6061)heat pipes and operated continuouslyin reflux for total
elapsed times up to 28,000 hours. Heat pipe design, cleaning procedures,
and testing protocol are describedin detail in the final report for NAS3-
20222 (reportCR-135255). Table 2.1-3 outlines principal characteristics
of the heat pipes used. Heat pipe function during operationwas monitored
using three ±2OF limit type K thermocouplesper heat pipe. The thermo-
couples were placed at the center of the evaporator and adiabatic sections,
-- 2-4
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Figure 2.1-i. The Meltingand Boiling Points for ChlorinatedNapthaleneCompounds
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Table 2.1-3
HEAT PIPE DESIGN SUMMARY
-- Value
Parameter Aluminum Steel
-- Material 6061 A-178
Physical dimensions
Diameter (I.D./O.D.),cm 1.26/1.588 1.26/1.588
Evaporator length,cm 15.25 15.25
Adiabatic length, cm 15.25 15.25
-- Condenserlength, cm 15.0 14.0
Wicking (evaporatoronly) i00 mesh, Ii00 200 mesh, 304
_ series alloy stainless alloy
and 1.25 cmbelow the condenserblind end, respectively,and were monitored
with a Doric Digitrend data logger with 0.1°C resolution. The following
sections discuss the test results for these various fluids. Table 2.1-4 is
a summary of these tests, and Figure 2.1-2 shows time dependenceof the
adiabatic-condensertemperaturedifference for several fluids of interest.
Table 2.1-5 is a detailed summaryof measured heat pipe evaporator-adiabatic
-- (_Tea)and adiabatic-condenser(ATacI temperaturedifferencesas a function%1
of time for those fluid/envelopecombinationsthat showed relativelymodest
changes in performance over the life test period.
Or@anic Fluids
All organic fluids tested with the exceptionof carbon disulphide were
_ aromatic in structure, and on this basis, can be expected to exhibit low
noncondensablegas generation rates compared to straight-chainhydrocarbons.
Carbon disulphidewould be expected to have an essentiallyzero generation
rate because of the absence of potentiallygaseous species in the compound.
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Table 2.1-4
REFLUX DATA SUMMARY
Average
Working Fluid Operating Heat Input _Te-2/ATac2a(BoilingPoint, °C) EnvelopeI Time (hr)/Temp(°C) (Watts) Comments
CS2(46.5°) A1 28,540/62 7.0 0.8/1/1 small increase in ATea,ATac
C.S. 28,540/58 6.4 0.4/0.1 stable operation
Toluene(ll0.4°) A1 23,130/137 26.2 3.1/2.6 stable operation
C.S. 700/119 26.0 1.6/4.1 heat pipe leak - failed
Napthalene(217.9°) A1 27,750/215 52.5 12.5/4.3 stable operation
C.S. 6,430/217 65.0 3.0/3.4 burn-out on re-start
Biphenyl(255°) A1 8,000/241 -- 24.1/-- wick movement,evap. - failed
C.S. 24,400/253 80.0 4.4/102.0 stabilizedgas leg
0-Terphenyl(332°) A1 672/290+308 78.0 7.8/67.4 rapid increase in NCGs
C.S. 27,750/272 71.0 10.0/51.5 stabilizedgas leg
Tin Tetrachloride(ll4.1°) A1 --/159 .... incompatible
C.S. 27,750/156 26.0 4.0/9.7 stable operation
J TitaniumTetrachloride(136.4°) A1 2,500/165 30.0 6.0/7.2 sudden burn-out/wickcorr.
C.S. 28,540/159 39.0 4.1/1.7 stable operation
AntimonyTrichloride(219.0°) A1 --/227 .... incompatible
C.S. 5,000/203 40.0 6.3+169/62 incompatible-risingATea
SuntechFluorocarbon"R"(190°) A1 13,380/209 38.0 11.0/15.6 gradual increase in NCG3
l-Fluoronapthalene(216°) A1 13,380/220 39.5 5.8/36.0 gradual increase in NCG3
C.S.-I 4,790/216 56.0 5.0/57.0 stable operation
C.S.-2 26,370/257 70.0 7.4/4.3 stable operation
Octafluoronapthalene(---°) A1 13,400/215 36.5 4.3/3.4 stable operation
C.S. 13,400/209 33.0 4.5/90.0 stable gas leg
Monochloronapthalene(250°) C.S. 642/266+306 .... incompatible
(1)AI= 6061 aluminum,C.S. = A-178 carbon steel
(2)
ea = evaporator-adiabatictemperaturedifference;ac = adiabatic-condensertemperaturedifference
(3)NCG noncondensablegas
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Figure 2.1-2. Heat Pipe Adiabatic-CondenserTemperatureDifferences.
Table 2.1-5
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
Operating Elapsed AT AT
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad ea ac
NAPTHALENE/AL,76-1 215°C 3,573 216.9 11.3 3.6
7,560 216.5 12.9 3.9
11,830 215.0 13.7 5.0
12,890 216.5 12.2 4.6 _
14,350 214.6 11.9 4.8
17,130 215.8 11.8 4.3
18,810 216.8 11.7 4.5
20,900 216.7 12.4 4.4
23,130 213.3 12.4 4.3
25,875 215.2 13.7 4.3
27,750 212.1 13.7 3.7 --
Average Value <12.5> <4.3>
SnCI4/C.S.,76-11 156°C 3,573 158.3 3.4 12.0 _
7,560 158.2 4.5 6.7
11,830 154.7 4.1 9.8
12,890 155.6 4.5 8.9
14,350 153.5 4.4 10.7
17,130 155.7 4.1 i0.i
18,810 157.9 3.9 9.0
20,900 159.7 3.8 8.2 --
23,130 155.6 4.0 9.5
25,875 157.7 3.8 9.5
27,750 153.5 3.7 12.4
Average Value <4.0> <9.7>
TOLUENE/AL,76-8 137°C 3,573 131.3 3.2 2.1
7,560 ......
11,830 132.9 3.0 2.6
12,890 140.5 3.1 2.4
14,350 138.6 1.4 3.9
17,130 139.8 4.1 2.4
18,810 140.2 4.1 2.7
20,900 137.4 3.1 2.9
23,130 134.7 3.0 1.9
25,875 ......
27,750 ......
Average Value <3.1> <2.6>
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Table2.1-5(continued)
LIFE TEST DATALOG
-- Operating Elapsed AT
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad _Tea ac
_ TiCI_/C.S.,76-9 159°C 4,365 156.0 4.5 1.5
8,349 158.6 3.4 1.7
12,621 158.3 3.9 1.7
13,680 160.0 4.2 1.7
15,150 156.1 4.4 1.5
17,925 158.1 4.2 1.6
19,600 159.9 4.3 1.6
-- 21,700 162.4 4.7 1.6
23,925 161.8 4.0 1.7
26,670 160.8 4.0 1.6
-- 28,540 159.2 3.1 2.0
Average Value <4. i> <l.7>
CS2/C.S., 76-13 58°C 4 365 59.9 0.3 0.i
8 349 58.4 0.4 -0.i
12 621 58.2 0.4 0.0
13.680 57.0 0.3 0.0
-- 15150 56.8 0.4 0.i
17925 58.2 0.4 0.i
19600 59.0 0.4 0.I
21 700 59.1 0.4 0.i
23 925 59.3 0.4 0.i
26670 58.4 0.4 0.2
28 540 57.9 0.8 0.I
AverageValue <0.4> <0.i>
CS2/AI, 76-14 62°C 4,365 61.7 0.3 0.9
8,349 61.8 0.5 0.9
12,621 61.3 0.6 0.8
13,680 61.5 0.5 0.8
15,150 60.3 1.9 0.9
17,925 61.0 0.9 1.2
19,600 62.6 0.8 1.3
21,700 63.2 0.7 1.9
23,925 63.6 0.8 1.6
26,670 62.8 1.2 1.2
28,540 62.2 1.0 1.0
Average Value <0.8> <i.i>
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Table 2.1-5 (continued)
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
Operating Elapsed AT AT --
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad ea ac
I-FLUORONAPTHALENE/ 257°C 2.201 263.2 6.9 4.9
C.S., 77-18 6,185 266.5 6.8 4.6
10,460 258.1 8.4 3.6
11.510 256.0 6.9 4.9
12,980 256.2 7.5 4.6
15761 253.9 7.5 4.0
17440 255.3 7.6 4.6
19531 255.6 7.7 4.0 --
21,760 252.6 7.4 3.7
24500 254.5 7.4 3.8
26370 252.3 7.2 4.2
Average Value <7._> <4.3>
0-TERPHENYL/C.S.,76-3 272°C 3,573 278.1 9.4 43.6
7,560 275.7 i0.i 49.5
11,830 272.8 11.2 52.3
12,890 272.0 i0.i 49.8
14,350 272.5 9.9 48.4
17.130 270.9 i0.0 51.5
18,810 271.4 i0.i 51.2
20,900 272.3 10.2 51.5
23,130 268.4 9.8 57.2
25,875 269.5 i0.0 55.0
27,750 268.1 9.7 56.4 _
Average Value <i0.0> <51.5>
SUNTECH FLUOROCARBON 211°C 0 194.8 ii.3 5.2
"R"/AL, 78-24 7 208.9 10.2 8.2 --
25 205.5 10.6 7.3
51 193.9 17.1 7.7
121 196.5 10.8 8.2
166 206.9 10.4 7.5
191 208.9 i0.i 7.8
310 210.4 i0.i 8.1
502 214.7 9.6 9.1
670 216.8 9.0 8.4
790 212.5 9.1 9.0
1,030 218.9 8.6 8.9
1,222 210.2 9.5 11.8
1,390 211.9 i0.0 13.6
1,630 218.6 I0.i 13.4
1,966 210.6 ii.0 16.7
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Table 2.1-5 (continued)
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
-- Operating Elapsed
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad
AT AT
ea ac
-- SUNTECH FLUOROCARBON 2319 212.3 11.3 17.4
"R"/AL,78-24 (cont.) 2.693 209.9 11.4 19.3
2,963 210.3 11.4 20.3
3,807 216.8 ii.0 20.4
4,071 214.0 11.4 19.9
4,287 216.1 11.2 20.3
5,127 217.3 ii.i 22.4
- 5,583 211.8 11.7 26.3
5,963 213.8 11.6 24.0
6,580 211.3 12.0 21.5
-- 8,240 213.8 12.1 24.6
9,320 214.0 12.2 25.2
11,560 214.6 12.3 26.1
_ 13,380 209.1 12.6 29.4
Average Value <ii.0> <15.6>
OCTAFLUORONAPTHALENE/ 209°C 22 177.8 4.5 15.9
C.S., 78-20 24 185.5 4.9 8.7
31 183.7 4.7 10.7
75 157.2 4.4 36.9
-- 145 160.7 4.5 34.6
190 188.3 4.4 8.3
215 186.3 4.7 10.3
_ 334 185.6 4.7 9.8
526 207.2 4.9 --
694 214.2 4.8 --
814 212.5 4.7 --
1,054 203.5 4.6 --
1,414 205.6 4.6 --
1,654 209.0 4.8 --
1,990 207.6 4.4 --
2,343 204.2 4.4 --
2,717 205.5 4.3 --
2,987 207.1 4.6 --
3,831 215.1 4.6 101.3
4,095 214.0 4.4 101.6
4,311 215.7 4.4 99.1
5,151 215.4 4.7 91.4
5,600 214.2 4.5 90.1
-- 5,980 205.6 4.4 77.9
6,600 213.0 4.6 86.3
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Table 2.1-5 (continued)
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
Operating Elapsed AT AT
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad • ea ac
OCTAFLUORONAPTHALENE/ .........
C.S., 78-20 (cont.) 9,340 204.7 4.3 80.0
11,580 206.5 4.1 86.7
13,400 204.5 4.0 97.0
Average Value <4.5>
I-FLUORONAPTHALENE/C.S., 216°C 15 211.6 5.3 70.8
78-22 17 220.1 5.5 60.3 --
24 217.6 5.5 67.0
68 209.0 5.2 70.7
138 210.3 5.3 68.0
183 219.8 5.6 53.5
208 219.7 5.2 53.4
327 217.5 5.2 54.1
519 220.2 5.1 52.9
687 215.4 4.9 55.0
807 216.3 4.8 53.8
1,047 216.8 4.8 56.2
1,239 217.5 4.8 53.3
1,407 215.4 4.9 52.8
1,647 217.8 5.0 54.6
1,983 214.0 4.7 56.4
2,336 214.2 4.8 56.9
2,710 215.2 4.9 54.9
2,980 216.7 4.7 54.6
3,824 215.6 4.7 56.8
4,088 215.2 4.8 55.2
4,304 216.3 4.8 55.7
4,784 212.0 4.5 61.3
4,790 .......HEATER FAILED.......
Average Value <5.0> <57.0> --
I-FLUORONAPTHALENE/AL, 220°C 0 219.7 3.9 25.0
78-23 7 221.4 4.1 25.4
25 218.1 4.2 28.4
51 201.4 4.0 31.2
121 203.8 4.2 31.0
166 216.8 5.3 28.6
191 218.3 4.8 29.8
310 217.7 4.9 28.2
502 221.0 5.0 28.8
670 223.6 4.9 28.1
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Table 2.1-5 (continued)
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
-- Operating Elapsed
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad AT ATea ac
- I-FLUORONAPTHALENE/AL, 220°C 790 218.3 5.0 30.7
78-23 (cont.) 1,030 225.0 5.2 30.0
1,222 218.7 5.1 32.6
1,390 215.9 6.5 34.6
1,630 223.7 5.4 34.8
1,966 218.3 6.6 37.4
2,319 220.2 6.4 38.2
-- 2,693 222.3 5.4 37.0
2,963 224.3 5.7 38.1
3,807 221.9 7.2 39.9
-- 4,071 221.8 7.1 39.7
4,287 223.2 7.2 39.2
5,127 225.8 5.5 40.4
_ 5,583 223.1 7.2 41.8
5,963 221.3 7.3 42.3
6,580 223.9 6.8 41.2
8,240 219.3 6.9 49.1
9,320 218.2 6.8 50.3
11,560 223.8 7.3 49.6
13,380 221.2 7.3 49.5
Average Value <5.8> <36.0>
OCTAFLUORONAPTHALENE/AL 215°C 15 204.7 4.3 3.5
78-21 17 217.2 4.5 3.5
24 214.5 4.5 3.6
42 215.6 4.5 3.3
68 206.5 4.2 4.8
138 209.0 4.2 3.6
183 218.1 4.3 3.4
208 219.7 4.3 3.8
327 216.9 4.4 3.1
519 221.6 4.3 3.4
687 216.5 4.1 3.9
807 218.6 4.4 3.2
1,047 220.7 4.5 3.3
1,239 219.4 4.4 4.2
1,407 218.1 3.8 3.7
1,647 223.2 3.9 3.5
1,983 219.8 4.1 3.2
2,336 221.3 4.1 3.0
- 2,710 221.1 4.1 3.3
2,980 220.0 4.1 3.1
3,824 214.3 4.2 3.1
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Table 2.1-5 (continued)
LIFE TEST DATA LOG
Operating Elapsed AT AT
Heat Pipe Temp. Time (hr) Tad ea ac
OCTAFLUORONAPTHALENE/AL 215°C 4,088 215.5 4.3 2.9
78-21 (cont.) 4,304 215.0 4.5 2.9
5,144 216.1 4.6 2.7
5,600 214.5 4.6 2.8
5,980 213.0 4.8 3.5
6,600 214.3 4.8 2.7
8,260 210.7 4.4 3.7
9,340 207.6 4.3 3.6
11,580 207.3 4.3 3.3
13,400 204.0 4.2 3.5
Average Value <4.3> <3.4>
Fluid/envelopecombinationsthat exhibitedhigh stability,i.e., no sub-
stationalchange in operating temperaturewith time, included
• CS2/C.S.: 28,540 hr @ 58°C
• Toluene/Al: 23,130 hr @ 137°C
• Napthalene/Aland C.S.: 27,750 hr @ 215°C
Both biphenyl and 0-terphenylin carbon steel heat pipes exhibitednon-
condensablegas generation,but the gas evolutioneither tapered off in
each case, or a dynamic equilibriumwas achievedwhereby the gas production
rate was balanced by gas permeationthrough the heat pipe wall.
InorganicFluids
Of the inorganicfluids, two combinationshave demonstratedsatisfactory
long-term stability
• Titanium tetrachloride/C.S.: 28,540 hr @ 159°C -
• Tin tetrachloride/C.S.: 27,750 hr @ 156°C
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On the basis of relative decompositionpotentials,titanium tetrachloride
would be expected to be stable in a steel envelope,but tin tetrachloride
and ferric chloride have very similardecompositionpotentials, and the
_ outcome of a SnCI_/Fe heat pipe combinationcannot be predicted with
certaintyfrom decompositionpotential data. The data and Figure 2.1-2
show stable operation after an initial burst of noncondensablegas genera-
tion following500 hours of operation.
Chloro/FluorocarbonFluids
Four chloro- and fluorocarbonworking fluids were tested in aluminum and
steel heat pipes - 1-fluoronapthalene,octafluoronapthalene,monochloro-
napthalene,and Suntech fluorocarbon"R".(5) The latter compound is a
proprietarytrinary fluorinatedring compound that was developed for arti-
ficial blood purposes.
Of these fluids, three combinationsshow good stability
• l-Fluoronapthalene/C.S.:4,800 hr @ 216°C; 26,400 hr @ 257°C
• Octafluoronapthalene/Al:13,400 hr @ 215°C
• Octafluoronapthalene/C.S.:13,400 hr @ 209°C
The proprietary fluorocarbon"R" and l-fluoronapthalenein aluminum heat
pipes at 211°C and 220°C, respectively,have shown a continuallyfalling
condenserend temperature,indicatinga slow build-up of noncondensable
gas. Monochloronapthalenewas found to react with the steel heat pipe
envelope at 266°C and produce large amountsof noncondensablegas. Although
the wall showed no visible deterioration,chemical analysisof the working
fluid extractedfrom the heat pipe showed the presence of free chloride and
ferric ions.
2.1.2 Post-MortemObservations
-- Four heat pipes that failed since the Phase 1 report have been sectioned
and examined to identify the cause of failure. The results of these exam-
_ inations are presented in the followingparagraphs.
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Antimony Trichloride/CarbonSteel
This heat pipe failureover the period 5000 < t < 15,000 hours was mani-
fested by a gradual rise in the evaporatortemperature,until at t = 13,500
hours, the adiabatictemperaturehad increasedto 360°C from an initial
227°C. During this entire period, the adiabatic-condensertemperature
differencehad remained constant at about 60°C.
Examinationof the heat pipe establishedthat the working fluid had reacted
with the stainlessscreen wick and had formed an amorphous solid mixture
along the evaporatorlength that apparently caused evaporatorworking fluid
starvation either through chemical consumptionof working fluid or through
a change in the wicking characteristics.
Biphenyl/Aluminum
The biphenyl/aluminumheat pipe operated for about i0,000 hours at 245°C
before failing suddenlywith a rapid rise in evaporatortemperature.
Examinationof the heat pipe showed that the evaporatorwick was lodged in
the condenserzone. Because of periodic power failuresat this facility,
it is postulatedthat the wick was thrown into the condenserzone during
violent boiling/vaporizationassociatedwith a heat pipe re-start. The
smooth evaporatorbore then led to fluid feed instabilitieswhich resulted
in burn-out.
Titanium Tetrachloride/Aluminum
This heat pipe failed after about 2500 hours at a temperatureof 165°C.
The failuremode of this heat pipe was similar to the previous biphenyl/
aluminum and antimony trichloride/steelheat pipes in the respect that
failure was manifested by a rapid rise in evaporator temperature. Examina-
tion of the heat pipe after sectioningshowed severe degradation/corrosion/
embrittlementof the heat pipe evaporatorwick and a substantialannular
deposit of aluminum trichlorideat the condenserblind end, Failure is
attributedto incompleteevaporator surfacewetting.
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The decompositionpotentiai for aluminum trichlorideis substantially
_ greater than that of titanium tetrachloride,and hence production of aluminum
trichloridecould be expected from theoreticalconsiderations. The annular
deposit of aluminum trichlorideat the condenserblind end is probably the
result of vapor phase mass transfer of AIC13 formed in the evaporator.
Aluminum trichlorideis a solid at 165°C, and might be expected to precipi-
tate out in the condenserduring the condensationprocess.
-- Toluene/CarbonSteel
The evaporator rose rapidly in temperatureafter about 700 hours of operation
at I19°C. The heat pipe interior was in very good condition upon examination,
but no working fluid could be found. Heat pipe failure was apparently
-- caused by a small leak that bled the working fluid from the heat pipe.
2.2 Surface Tension Measurement
Surface tensionmeasurementsare generallyclassified as static or dynamic.
Static methods measure the surfacetension of interfacesthat have been
quiescent for some time in contrast to dynamicmethods, which generally
rely on some periodic perturbationof the surface and hence tend to produce
a degree of mixing at the interface. The measurementof surface tension by
static means is performed in one of two ways.
In the first method, and the more accurate,the pressure difference across
a curved interfaceis used along with total surface curvature to calculate
surface tension. Common techniquesof this type include the capillary
height method, the maximum bubble pressure methods, the drop-weightmethod,
and the method of sessiledrops. The secondmethod incorporatesa solid
surface that is used to produce an extended film of the fluid. Examples of
this techniqueinclude the detachment of a ring or plate from a liquid
surface and the measurementof soap solution surface tension by an extended
film. These latter techniquesare not applicableto heat pipe working
fluids.
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The dynamicmethods rely on the perturbationof a liquid surfaceby some
mechanism and a measurementof the subsequent restoringforce produced by
surface tension. Examples of dynamic methods include the measurement of
surface ripple wavelength,the oscillationsof jets from noncircularori-
fices, and the oscillationsof pendant drops. Quantitativedata are often
difficult to obtain with the dynamic methods, and they were eliminated from
consideration. It is worthwhile,however, to briefly describe the various
static methods for surface tensionmeasurementprior to discussingthe
method actually selected.
2.2.-1 Capillary Rise-Height
In this method, the rise-heightof liquid in a capillarytube is used to
calculate the surfacetension. For very small diameter tubes, the surface
tension is given by
cos0o, r (°v)
where: _ = surfacetension,
8 = the wetting angle,
r = the capillaryradius,
h = the rise-height,and
Qf and Pv = the fluid and vapor density.
The factor g is gravitationalacceleration. Where the contact angle devi-
ates from zero, the true surfacetension cannot be obtained unless @ is
independentlymeasured. This is generally difficultand is an inherent
problem with the capillaryrise-heightmethod. The rise-heightequation is
also only correct if the referencesurface is perfectlyplanar. This
generally requires a reservoiron the order of 2.5 cm diameter, into which
the capillaryis inserted.
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2.2.2 Maximum Bubble Pressure Method
-- If a small orifice is submergedin a liquid and a gas is forced out of the
orifice, it will be seen that the necessary gas pressure for bubble evolu-
-- tion is a maximum at the point that the developingbubble is a perfect
hemisphere. At this point the partial pressure of noncondensablegas in
the bubble is
-- Pgb = Pgv + (Of - Qv)gh + 2y/r 2.2-2
where: Pgb = the gas partialpressure in the bubble,
P = the gas pressure above the liquid,andgv
h = the depth of orifice submergence.
Note that in this case, in contrast to equation 2.2-1, the wetting angle is
not a factor in the determinationof the surfacetension, y. However,
_ it is now necessary to measure relatively low pressure differences,on the
order of 0.001 atm., a process that is difficultwhen the working fluid
itself may be at a saturationpressure of severalatmospheres.
2.2.3 Drop-Wei@htMethod
A droplet will fall from a needle tip at a point such that the forces of
surface tension are exceededby droplet weight. The relationshipbetween
droplet weight and surfacetension has been calculatedand is tabulated;
surface tensionmay be measured to an accuracy of about 0.1% by this tech-
nique. However, the measurementof drop weight for highly volatile working
fluids appears to be a significantimpediment to successfuluse of this
techniquefor heat pipe working fluids.
_ 2.2.4 SessileDrop Method
If a liquid droplet or submergedgas bubble is carefullymeasured, it is
possible to calculate the surfacetension knowing only the maximum diameter
of the droplet or bubble and the distance from this "equator"to the apex
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of the droplet or bubble. This technique requires great care in measure-
ment, minimal distortionby the surroundingfluid and sightports,and a
measuring microscope.
2.2.5 Surface Tension Measurement: Selected Approach
Of the conventionalapproaches,the capillaryrise-heightmethod is the
most simple and amenable to high pressure liquid/vaporsystems. However,
it does have a disadvantagein that the measurementof capillaryprime
height requires either a dimensionallylong observationwindow or a means
of remotelyvarying liquid height from a reference level. Since this must
be done at a temperatureon the order of 300°C and at a pressure of up to
i0 atmospheres,it is not an easy feat.
A measurement techniquethat minimizes some of these problems is shown in
Figure 2.2-1, and is based on the followingargument. If a small amount of
liquid is introducedinto a tubular chamberof radius RI, it is apparent
that a circumferentiallysymmetricmeniscus will form within the tube. The
principal radii of curvaturefor this surface, ra and rb, are given by
(i + U2)_
r = 2.2-3
a dU/dx
x (i + U2)l_
rb= U 2.2-4
where: U = dy/dx, and the coordinate system is as shown in Figure 2.2-1. At
x = 0, it is apparent from symmetry that U = 0, and that r _
rb_ R . ao
The zone in the immediatevicinity of x = 0 is of parabolic cross section
and will possess the optical propertiesof a parabolicmirror of focal
length F and center radius R . The radius R is uniquely related to theo o
fluid surfacetension and fluid density for a fixed capsule radius. If a
small beam of parallel light rays impinges at x = 0 and at some small angle
with respect to the perpendicular,then the beam will be focused to a
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REFLECTED BEAM _ INCIDENT BEAM
/
-- WINDOW
ooo,
°°
RI
Figure 2.2-1. Schematicof Optical Beam Method for the Measurement
of Surface Tension (@c = contactangle).
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minimum diameter at the focal point F of the parabolic surface. The rela-
tionship of F to R iso
R
F = -9-° 2.2-52
The measurementof a particular sample's surface tension therefore consists
of findingthe distance from the fluid surface to the minimum reflected
spot size, i.e., the liquid surface focal point, and then using this value
to obtain the correspondingvalue of surface tension. The method is attrac-
tive because it requires only a small window at the top of the cell, and
yields good accuracy since the focal length Ro/2 will generallybe from
several centimetersto a meter outside of the test chamber.
2.2.6 Theory
The modeling of capillaryrise height phenomena sparked the interest of
physicists before the turn of the century, and interest in this area con-
tinued thereafter for a long period. Bashforth and Adams calculated sur-
(6)
face shapes for circumferentiallysymmetricmenisci in 1883, and these
resultswere extended by Sugden in 1921.(7) This modeling of meniscus
shape was originallyderived to provide a second-ordercorrection factor
for capillarytube rise height methods of measuring surface tension, but as
will be shown, the meniscus shape also provides an exceptionallyelegant
method of directly measuring surface tension.
The fundamentalhydrostaticequation definingmeniscus shape is
1 1 2y
+ = _pg +-- 2.2-6
AQgRo
while the boundary conditionsare
(x = RI) = tan _- @ 2.2-7
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y(0) = 0 2.2-8
_(0) = 2.2-90
where: ra and rb are the principal radii of curvatureat radial position
"x" and vertical liquid/gasinterfacialposition "y" (seeFigure 2.2-1).
The local meniscus height y is measured with respect to _he low point in
-- the meniscus at position x = 0. The radius of curvature at the center x =
0 is R . The second equation is an identitywhich establishesthe appro-o
_ priate wetting angle at the cylinderwall, x = RI. The factorsy, Ap,
and g are respectivelythe surfacetension, liquid-vapordensity differ-
ence, and gravitationalacceleration.
The equation 2.2-6 in Cartesiancoordinatesis equivalent to
-- (i + Uz)_z + x(l ) z = a--_ 2.2-10
-- where: U = dy/dx, yt is ly + 2A_gRo->and a2 = _-_--Apg"
Two approachescan be used to solve the ordinary differentialequation 2.2-
i0. For small values of U on the order of 0.i0 or less, terms which contain
U2 can be safely neglected, and as describedby Lord Rayleigh, the resulting
differentialequation is(8)
dU U Yt
+ aT = 0 2.2-11x
The solutionof this equation is the I modified Bessel function,o
yt 1(xl
21_p__O0)= Io(X/a) = 1 + _r_a / + _z_-_ " + ... 2.2-12
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The relation given above is of use in starting the numerical calculations
near x = 0, and will be referred to at a later point.
To solve the equation 2.2-10 for larger values of U, the equation was
reformulatedto the followingcoupled set of differentialequations:
d__P-y+__ _ 1-P_ 2.2-13y+ x
--= P/ 1 - p2 2.2-14 _
dy+
+ x + Yt
where: P = i/ _ 1 + U2; x =- ; y =--.a a
Boundary conditionsfor these equationsare
P = 1 and x+ = 0 @ y+ = 2 / B0 2.2-15
°w).P = cos - @ x = R1/a 2.2-16
where: B0 is the Bond number, y/ApgR 2.o
The coupled equations 2.2-13 and 2.2-14 have been solved using Hamming's
predictor-correctortechnique for the differentialequationsP' = F(P,y+)
and x+' = g(P). For the dependentvariable P, the formulasused to esti-
mate Pn+l from the prior calculatedvalues are
4h/2P'-P' +2Pn2) 2.2-17Pn+l = Pn-3 + 3 _ n n-i -
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Modifier:
112
mn+l = Pn+I _(Pn - Pn) 2.2-18
-- = Yn+l> 2.2-19mn+1 F(mn+1' +
Corrector:
-- Cn+l = l[9Pn- Pn-2 + 3h<mn+l + 2Pn- Pn-l}] 2.2-20
-- Final value:
_ 9 p _Pn+l = Cn+l + I--_Cn+l Cn+l_ 2.2-21\
-- + +
The factor h is the step-sizein y The equationsfor x are similar.
This fourth-orderpredictor-correctorapproach is not self-starting,i.e.,
-- values of the dependentvariable and its first derivative are needed for
respectivelythe previous 4 and 3 incrementalpositions in the independent
+
variable y . These values have been generatedby a fourth-orderRunge-
Kutta algorithm. The Runge-Kuttaprocedure in turn requires only informa-
tion at one startingpoint. These x and y startingvalues are obtained
from the Bessel function solution given earlier. The startingpoint is
selected such that the Bessel function solution is appropriate;that is,
dy/dx is much less than i; the particular value of dy/dx selected is 0.017.
Table 2.2-1 summarizesthe interrelationshipof the four principal vari-
ables for zero contact angle.
B = Bond number based on meniscus radius at centerlineo
_ = _/_OgR2o
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B1 = Bond number based on tube radius
= y/Apg l
R--it=Ratio of tube radius to centralmeniscus radius
R
o
Ytm
--= Dimensionlessmeniscus climb heighta
= Ytm d 7/Apg
Ytm = Vertical distance from center depressionof meniscus to
meniscus contact line, assuming zero contact angle
Table 2.2-1
PARAMETRICSUMMARY TABLE FOR MENISCUS FORMATION
IN A VERTICAL TUBE
B RI/R
o B1 o Ytm/a" --
IE-7 0.I14165E-I 0.29596E-2
1.5 0.I19556E-I 0.35421E-2
2 0.123618E-I 0.402229E-2
3 0.129711E-I 0.48092E-2
4 0.134315E-1 0.545717E-2
5 0.138061E-I 0.601797E-2
6 0.014124 0.651773E-2
7 0.144017E-I 0.697176E-2
8 0.014649 0.738995E-2
9 0.148725E-I 0.77791E-2
IE-6 0.150769E-I 0.814412E-2 1.49403
1.5 0.159049E-I 0.971136E-2 1.49634
2 0.165352E-I 0.I09979E-I 1.49807
3 0.174905E-I 0.130966E-i 1.50064
4 0.182204E-I 0.148167E-I 1.50257 --
5 0.018819 0.162999E-I 1.50412
6 0.193308E-I 0.176178E-I 1.50543
7 0.197803E-I 0.188119E-I 1.50657
8 0.201826E-I 0.199093E-I 1.50759
9 0.020548 0.209284E-I 1.50850
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Table 2.2-1 (continued)
PARAMETRIC SUMMARY TABLE FOR MENISCUS FORMATION
IN A VERTICAL TUBE
Bo BI RI/Ro Ytm/a
IE-5 0.208835E-I 0.218826E-I 1.50933
1.5 0.022256 0.025961 1.51268
2 0.233153E-I 0.292883E-I 1.51520
3 0.249444E-I 0.346796E-I 1.51900
4 0.262082E-I 0.390671E-I 1.52188
5 0.272573E-I 0.428296E-I 1.52422
6 0.281629E-I 0.461569E-I 1.52622
7 0.028965 0.04916 1.52797
8 0.296884E-I 0.05191 1.52954
9 0.303497E-I 0.544558E-I 1.53095
IE-4 0.309605E-I 0.568324E-I 1.53225
1.5 0.334958E-I 0.669192E-I 1.53753
2 0.354924E-I 0.750667E-I 1.54159
3 0.386309E-I 0.881238E-I 1.54781
4 0.411226E-I 0.986256E-I 1.55261
5 0.432286E-I 0.107547 1.5566
6 0.450739E-I 0.115375 1.56004
7 0.467297E-I 0.122392 1.56308
8 0.482401E-I 0.128778 1.56583
9 0.049635 0.134656 1.56834
IE-3 0.509356E-I 0.140116 1.57066
1.5 0.564576E-I 0.162999 1.58031
2 0.609472E-I 0.18115 1.58794
3 0.682552E-I 0.209649 1.60002
4 0.742751E-I 0.232064 1.60969
5 0.795133E-i 0.250764 1.61793
6 0.842166E-I 0.266917 1.62521
7 0.885264E-I 0.281198 1.63178
8 0.925318E-I 0.294035 1.63782
9 0.962936E-I 0.305719 1.64343
0.01 0.998549E-I 0.316457 1.64869
0.015 0.115554 0.36029 1.67135
0.02 0.129004 0.393744 1.69018
0.03 0.152196 0.443975 1.72163
0.04 0.172492 0.481555 1.74825
0.05 0.191011 0.511629 1.77192
0.06 0.208309 0.536687 1.79356
0.07 0.224706 0.558138 1.81369
0.08 0.240407 0.576862 1.83264
0.09 0.25555 0.593449 1.85065
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The present tabulationof menisci relations is substantiallymore extensive
than any previous meniscus data tables in terms of both data density and
overall range. This informationhas been curve-fittedand incorporated
into the followingsurface-tensioncalculatingalgorithm:
0.0500133 n + 0.00267328 n 2.2-22
when 0.003< (RR---LI_<0.2\-oi
Computed values of BI using this equation are within +0.5% of the value
given in Table 2.2-1.
2.2.7 Accuracy of Technique
In the previous section, it was shown for small deviations from the tube
axis that the liquid meniscus was describedby the I Bessel function,o
R
Yt
2/\ = Io(x/a! 2.2-23
Using this Bessel function solution,it is possible to calculate the sur-
face orientationas a function of x/a (wherea2 = T/Apg), and determine the
maximum radial zone over which the lens focal length is constant to within
a given percentage error, ±n. This informationis of use in defining the
maximum permissibleinput beam diameter,since larger beams will provide
progressivelymore poorly defined focal points and will lead to increas-
ingly large uncertaintiesin surface tension.
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The fractional error in surface tension caused by an uncertainty _F in the
focal point "F" is given by
1 dy . AF = -i dB1 . __dF 2.2-24
-- * FdF B1 dr
where
-- * R1
BI = y/AOgR_ and r = _- 2.2-25
o
Focal point variation is calculatedby evaluatingthe shift in intersection
point of a reflectedoptical ray with the tube axis. For a local surface
element having a tilt dy/dx with respect to the horizontal,the effective
local focal length is
Fe= x/tan[2 atan(dy/dx)] 2.2-26
atx= 0,
Fe = F° = RO/2 2.2-27
By monitoring the variation in F with radial position "x", the maximume
value of x can be found such that the ratio _F/F does not exceed a fixed
o
fraction,in.
The relationshipbetween uncertaintyin focal length and uncertaintyin
_ surface tension is presented in Figure 2.2-2. Under typical use condi-
tions, the range in Bond number B1 will be from about 0.015 to 0.10, with a
correspondingrange in RI/R of 0.008 to 0.30. In this range, if error in
o
calculated surface tension is not to exceed ±1% (0.02 in _F/F), then the
ratio of light beam diameter to cup diameter should not exceed 0.064. Typ-
ical spot size for a small bench-scalelaser is 0.8 to 1 mm and, hence, the
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liquid containerdiameter should be in the range of 1.25 to 1.56 cm. This
is quite compatiblewith overall design considerationsand, in fact, for a
2-cm-diametercup, the maximum error attributableto a soft focus is about
-+0.6%for a 1 mm laser beam.
2.2.8 Descriptionof LRC Optical Tensiometer
The optical tensiometeris shown schematicallyin Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-4.
A helium-neon laser beam which has been collimatedand stopped to an aper-
ture of 0.10 inch passes downward through a beam-splittingmirror. A
portion of the beam is reflected and the remainderpasses through the
mirror to the sample cell. The sample cell is tilted slightly so that the
portion of the laser light which is reflectedoff the cell window does not
follow the same path as the light which is reflectedoff the liquid surface.
The light reflectedoff the liquid surface is a convergingbeam and passes
upward through the cell window. A portion of this convergingbeam is
reflectedoff the beam,splittingmirror and travels horizontallyalong a
_ calibrated scale. At some point along its path the light reflectedoff
the liquid surface constrictsto a minimum cross section and this position,
which correspondsto the liquid surface focal length, can be used to deter-
•mine r . The focus may occur anywherebetween quite close to the liquido
and many meters away, depending on the value of BI. As shown in Figure
2.2-3, a lens can be used to transfer the focal point further from the
liquid surface. Figure 2.2-4 shows how a lens can be used to transfer the
focal point closer to the liquid surface. These transfer techniques are
useful in bringing the focus to an easily measured position.
Due to the small diameter of the laser beam and the speckleeffect induced
by the coherent nature of its light, it is sometimesdifficult to detect
the exact focus of the cell using visual techniques. As a result of these
difficultiesan electronic focus detector has been built for use with the
optical tensiometer. The focus detector consists of a disk covered with
parallel opaque and transparentlines. This grating is mounted on a support
spider and is rotated by a 400 RPM synchronousmotor. The rotating grating
is placed in the beam of light reflectedfrom the liquid surface. Behind
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Schematic Diagrams of the Optical Tensiometer
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the grating is a siliconphotocell. The output signal of the photocell is
a series of pulses the amplitudeof which is determinedby how closely the
focal point of the cell and the plane of rotation of the grating coincide.
This signal is amplified and then filtered to remove any low frequencycom-
ponents. The conditionedsignal is then rectifiedand the resultingDC
voltage is displayedon a digital readout. A peak in the meter reading
r_
versus position of the grating correspondsto the focus of the cell.
2.3 ViscosityMeasurement
Selection of a viscosity-measuringtechnique for heat pipe fluids requires
considerationof nominal fluid operating temperatures,operatingpressures,
and viscosities. For example,viscositymeasurementsfor low vapor pres-
sure fluids are much less difficultthan for high vapor pressure working
fluids because the problem of fluid containmentis minimized. All tech-
niques for viscosity measurementby definitionmeasure fluid drag, and to
magnify the drag effect it is common practice to either measure flow rate
-- through a small orifice or capillary,or to measure the drag between two
surfaces in close proximity. In either case, the operating temperature
-- range is criticalbecause of possible changes in orifice or surface-to-
surface gap size. Commercialviscometerssold by laboratory supply houses
are summarizedin Table 2.3-1 on the basis of viscometertypes, operating
temperaturerange, viscosity range, and accuracy.
Table 2.3-1
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICSOF COMMERCIALVISCOMETERS
Nominal Operating Stated
TemperatureRange Viscosity Range Accuracy
Viscometer Type (°C) (Centipoise) (%)
Capillary tube/ 0 to 250 0.33 to 105 ±0.35
orifice
Rotating cylinder -- 2.0 to 4(105) ±5.0
Falling Ball -60 to 150 0.01 to 105 ±0.5
ViscosityBalance -60 to 300 0.01 to 107 ±i.0
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The capillarytube/orificeviscometeroperates by measuring fluid flow rate
through a restrictionunder a known driving pressure. This type of viscom-
eter is typicallyused for measuring viscositiesof various petroleumoils,
and as such the devices are used over the temperaturerange 0 to 250°C,
with restrictionsavailablefor the approximateviscosity range 0.33 to 105
centipoise. An accuracy of 0.35% is typical.
In the rotating cylinder viscometer,the drag of a fluid on a rotating
cylinder within a chamber is measured. This type is againused primarily
for petroleumoils and attachmentsmay be purchasedto cover the viscosity
range 2 to 4(i0s) centipoisewith an accuracy of ±5%.
Falling ball and viscosity balance viscometersboth employ a hollow tube
and sphere. Viscosity is determinedby measuring the rate at which the
sphere moves in the tube bore, propelled either by the action of gravity
(fallingball) or by the action of an external load (viscositybalance).
The fallingball viscometer has an operatingrange of 0.01 to 105 centi-
poise at an accuracy of ±0.5%. The temperaturerange is -60 and 150°C.
Viscosity balances may be found that cover the extremelywide range of 0.01
to 107 centipoiseat a 1% level of accuracy. Their temperaturerange is
-60 to 300°C.
2.3.1 ViscosityMeasurement: SelectedApproach
Most heat pipe fluids are relativelynonviscous,and an operating range
from 0.i0 to i0.0 centipoise is desirable. Heat pipe fluids are generally
operated at pressures from severalmm of mercury to about i0 atmospheres,
and a viscometeris needed that could cover this entire range of pressure.
The present investigationsconcernoperating temperaturesfrom essentially
lab ambient to 350°C, and it is desirable for the viscometer to cover this
entire temperatureband, if possible. A viscometerrequiring a relatively
small liquid sample is also desired since many fluids may be availablein
laboratoryquantitiesonly.
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On the basis of these viscometer criteria,a fallingball type of device
-- was selected as most appropriatefor the measurementof heat pipe working
fluid viscosities. The fallingball has a large dynamic range extending
_ down to 0.01 centipoise and an accuracy on the order of 0.5 to 1.0%. How-
ever, a viscometer satisfyingall criteria was not commerciallyavailable,
and a unit was built that is specificallydesigned for heat pipe fluid
viscositymeasurements.
Figure 2.3-1 is a schematicof the system designed for this project. A
glass capillary tube of about 0.8 mm I.D. is used as the liquid sample
holder, and a sapphire sphere is used as the fallingball. Borosilicate
capillary tubes of adequate precision are readily available;nominal bores
-- that do not change by more than ±0.00254 mm over a few centimetersof
length are standard items, and sapphiremicrospheresare availablethat are
accurate to about ±2.5(i0-_)mm sphericityand diameter.
To accuratelymeasure viscosity, a method of preciselydeterminingthe rate
of fall of the ball also had to be devised. For this program, an optoelec-
tronic timing approach was successfullyused. The refractive index of
sapphire is on the order of 1.75, while borosilicateglass and most working
fluids have refractiveindexes in the range 1.45 to 1.55. Therefore, if a
small beam of light impinges on the capillarybore, when the sapphireball
passes there will be a substantialchange in transmittedlight through the
-- tube central region. This change can be easily detected by a phototran-
sistor focused onto the capillarybore as in Figure 2.3-1, and can be used
to start and stop a quartz crystal timer. The essentialelements of a
fallingball viscometer are thereforeall present: a precision bore tube,
fallingball, and timer.
2.3.2 Theory
The drag on the sphere as it falls down the tube can be expressed as:
Drag _d2 1 f<= -_--_ Q£ ut2 _, Red, 2.3-i
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where: d = diameterof sphere
D = diameter of capillary
_ P% = liquid density
ut = terminal velocity of sphere
f = friction factor based on the diameter ratio. The Reynolds
number Red is based on the sphere diameter, and 8 is the tilt
angle.
The force on the sphere in the directionof travel due to gravity is given
by:
xd3
Force = T Ps g sin(@) 2.3-2
where: Ps = sphere density
g = accelerationof gravity
@ = angle from horizontal
Equations 2.3-1 and 2.3-2 can be set equal to each other and solved for
f d/D, Red, 8 .
f<_, Red, @) __-43p_PSd gutzSin(@) 2.3-3
Thus by measuringut with the fallingball viscometer and knowing g, @, Ps'
and P£' it is possible to compute the value of f for the conditionsof the
experiment. If the value of f as a functionof d/D, Red, and 8 is known,
then the viscosityu can be calculatedvia the Reynolds number.
w
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In the limit of an infinitelylarge vertical tube, the Reynolds number-
friction factor relations for terminal velocity conditionsin an incom-
pressible fluid are
Re = 24/f (ReS 0.i to 2.0)
Re _ 129.4/f5/3 (2.0_ ReS i000)
For d/D up to about 0.1, a more accurate representationfor creeping flow
(9)is given by inclusionof the Ladenburg-Faxencorrection,
Re = _(i + 2.1 Dd--) (Re<0.1 to 2.0) 2.3-4
For values of d/D approaching1.0, some investigatorshave assumed that the
area of closest-approachbetween the sphere and cylinder can be approximated
by two flat plates, and the Reynolds number given by(I0)
4O
Re = z_ (Re< 0.i to 2.0) 2 3-5
f 1 - --
There is unfortunatelyno completelytested theory for the entire range of
d/D, and very little study at all has been directed towards tilted systems.
However, if all experimentsare done with the same size spheres and capil-
laries, and at the same tilt, it is not necessary to know the functional
dependence of f on the diameter ratio d/D, or on @. Thus f is effectively
only a functionof the Reynolds numbers and converselythe Reynolds number
is a function only f. For a 60° tilt angle, and d/D = 0.861 the functional
dependence of f on the Reynolds number has been experimentallydetermined
to be:
f(Red) = exp(8.49387- 1.064661nRed + e.0260677_n<Red)]_2.3-6
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i00__<f__<3200 1.3_<Red_<50
This equation can be iterativelysolved for Red in the followingmanner:
8.49387- in(f)+ 0.0260677[ln(Red)]n2
ln/Redl = 2.3-7
k /n+l i.06466
Thus measuring ut with the viscometer allows one to compute f which can
than be used to determine Red. Finally given Red the liquid viscosity is
given by:
p£ ut d
u = 2.3-8
Red
2.4 Physical Property Measurements
2.4.1 Surface Tension
Surface tension data were experimentallyobtained for napthalene and diphenyl
using the optical tensiometer. Data were taken from the melting points to
approximately275°C. In addition the surface tensionof benzene was mea-
(ll)
sured and compared with values presented in the Heat Pipe Design Handbook.
A detailed descriptionof the optical tensiometercan be found in Section
2.2. Briefly, the optical tensiometerconsists of a device for measuring
the radius of curvature of the liquid meniscus formed within a sealed
cylindricalsample cell. The ratio of the cell radius to the radius of
curvatureof the liquid surface is then related to the Bond number of the
liquid based on the cell radius. If the liquid and vapor densities are
known or can be estimatedthe surfacetension of the liquid within the cell
can be computed.
Tables 2.4-1 through 2.4-3 contain the results of the measurementstaken on
these fluids. Values of the meniscus radius of curvature,Ro, were measured
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using the optical tensiometer. The cell radius, RI, was known to be 1.02
cm. The Bond number based on the cell radius, BI, was calculatedusing the
followingrelation which is a least squares fit to the numerical solution
of the governingdifferentialequations.
£n(Bl) = -0.854857+ 1.64627 £n + 0.27662 n +
0.0500133 n 3 + 0.00267328£n R! % 2.4-1
u \o_
Table 2.4-1
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTSUSING BENZENE
T, °C RI/R B1 _£-p_O _NASA YEXPTL _B+B
31.3 0.05136 0.02948 0.867 27.54 26.1 26.6
46.2 0.04766 0.02852 0.851 25.68 24.8 24.8
65.6 0.03868 0.02607 0.831 23.31 22.1 22.4
78.0 0.03469 0.02494 0.817 21.81 20.8 '20.9 --
89.8 0.03148 0.02399 0.803 20.38 19.7 19.4
102.7 0.02707 0.02263 0.786 18.82 18.2 17.9
117.3 0.02134 0.02073 0.767 17.06 16.2 16.2
133.4 0.01611 0.01878 0.745 15.12 14.3 14.4
149.4 0.01156 0.01682 0.728 13.19 12.5 12.6
165.8 0.00694 0.01436 0.705 11.22 10.3 10.8
180.7 0.00386 0.01220 0.679 9.45 8.4 9.2
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Table 2.4-2
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTSUSING NAPTHALENE
T, °C RI/R BI P£-P_o YEXPTL _B+B
[ 94.9 0.06662 0.03334 0.967 32.90 32.01
103.1 0.06499 0.03294 0.961 32.31 31.17
117.6 0.06499 0.03294 0.949 31.91 29.70
138.6 0.04700 0.02834 0.932 26.96 27.58
154.3 0.04293 0.02725 0.919 25.56 26.01
171.8 0.03728 0.02568 0.905 23.72 24.29
172.2 0.03639 0.02543 0.905 23.49 24.25
184.5 0.03304 0.02445 0.894 22.31 23.05
197.7 0.02829 0.2302 0.883 20.75 21.78
214.6 0.02329 0.02140 0.867 18.94 20.17
o
230.3 0.01930 0.02000 0.852 17.39 18.70
244.3 0.01740 0.01929 0.839 16.52 17.40
245.6 0.01523 0.01843 0.837 15.74 17.28
262.2 0.01248 0.01725 0.820 14.44 15.77
273.5 0.01103 0.01657 0.808 13.66 14.75
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Table2.4-3
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS USING DIPHENYL
T, °C RI/R B1 P£-P_o YEXPTL YB+B --
77.9 0.08606 0.03807 0.987 38.35 37.13
110.3 0.07793 0.03611 0.963 35.49 33.80
174.9 0.04364 0.02744 0.915 25.62 27.34 --
212.8 0.02943 0.02337 0.885 21.11 23.67
256.2 0.01784 0.01945 0.848 16.83 19.60
277.6 0.01355 0.01772 0.828 14.97 17.64
where: y = surfacetension (dynes/cm)
Q% = liquid density (g/cm3)
Q_ = vapor density (g/cm3)
g = accelerationof gravity (cm/sec2)
R1 = cell radius (cm)
(12)Liquid densitieswere estimatedusing the techniqueof Gunn and Yamada.
This technique requires knowledgeof the critical temperature,T , criticalc
pressure, P , acentric factor,_, and a known value of the density at some
c
referencetemperature. Vapor densitieswere calculatedusing the Redlich-
Kwong equation of state.(13) Again, knowledgeof the critical properties
was required. In addition,knowledgeof the vapor pressure was needed.
when the necessary coefficientswere availablethe Harlachervapor pressure
equationwas used.(14) In other cases, vapor pressure was calculatedusing
Antoine's vapor pressure equation.(15) The values of QZ-Q_ used are presented
in each table.
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Table 2.4-1 presents the value of surface tensionobtained from the Heat Pipe
-- Design Handbook,_NASA' as well as the experimentallydeterminedvalue,
_EXPTL' obtained with the optical tensiometer. In addition,each table
presents a predicted value of surfacetension, _ based on the corre-
sponding states correlationof Brock and Bird.( B'
The benzene references and measured data generally agree to within ±5%.
Operating experience indicates that the system's accuracy can be further
-- improved by optimizing the grating on the focus detector and optimizing the
cell and heater block designs to minimize thermal gradients.
2.4.2 Viscosity
-- Two fluids were examinedusing the fallingball viscometer. One fluid was
benzene, a relativelycommon fluid used to verify the accuracy of the
instrument. The other liquid examined was l-fluoronapthalene, l-fluoro-
napthalene is potentially a very suitable fluid for use in moderately high
temperatureheat pipes. This is a result of its resistance to thermal
decompositionand the wide range between its normal boiling and freezing
points.
Table 2.4-4 presents the experimentallymeasured values of viscosity as
well as as comparisonvalues. In the case of benzene the comparisonvalues
were obtained from the Heat Pipe Design Handbook.(II) The experimentally
-- measured values of viscosity for benzenewere typicallywithin five percent
of the handbook values. Comparisonvalues of viscosity for l-fluoronapthalene
were calculatedusing the Orrick and Eber correlation(17)which uses a
group contributiontechniquebased on the molecular structureof the compound.
The average error for this method when applied to organic liquidshas been
estimated to be approximately15 percent. The experimentallymeasured
values of viscosity for l-fluoronapthalene were typically within 17 percent
of the calculatedvalues.
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Table 2.4-4
RESULTS OF VISCOSITYMEASUREMENTSFOR I-FLUORONAPTHALENEAND BENZENE
l-Fluoronapthalene
T (°C) I/T(K-1) Uexp(cP) Ucalc(cP)
22.5 3.38-03 2.12 2.49
37.6 3.22-03 1.66 1.96
60.8 2.99-03 1.21 1.42 --
85.0 2.79-03 0.897 1.06
108.1 2.62-03 0.698 0.827
133.2 2.46-03 0.543 0.653
172.2 2.25-03 0.385 0.478
212.1 2.06-03 0.291 0.365
Benzene
T(°C) I/T(K-I) Uexp(CP) UNASA(CP) --
7.8 3.56-03 0.744 0.775
16.4 3.45-03 0.657 0.680
31.5 3.28-03 0.547 0.547
37.8 3.22-03 0.534 0.503
79.9 2.83-03 0.292 0.311 --
106.4 2.63-03 0.228 0.243
128.1 2.49-03 0.192 0.201
146.4 2.38-03 0.168 0.171
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As a further check of this techniqueof measuring viscosity,experimental
-- data are plotted on a log scale versus the reciprocalof the absolute
temperaturein Figure 2.4-1. When plotted this way the data should result
in a straight line. For conveniencethe data are plotted versus temperature
in degrees Celsius in Figure 2.4-2 along with the comparisonvalues from
Table 2.4-4.
2.5 DemonstrationHeat Pipes
i
Two 6061 alloy aluminum heat pipes of 0.5-inch-squarecross sectionhave
-- been chargedwith the working fluids napthalene (SN/74)and titanium tetra-
chloride (SN/75). The heat pipes incorporatea 0.43 cm I.D. core which has
-- a circumferential100-inch V-groove thread along the entire wall. The
pipes also use a multiple-tubescreened artery to assist in axial liquid
transport. The artery consists of nineteen 400-mesh stainlessscreen tubes
of approximately0.032 inch O.D. clusteredinto a bundle with a nominal
diameter of 0.180 inch. The centrallylocated tube bundles communicateto
the wall via two diametricallyopposed 200-mesh stainless screen stems.
With anhydrousammonia working fluid, the heat pipes will typically show a
capacity in excess of 3000 watt-inches.
After charging,the heat pipes were operated in reflux for a period of
15 hours at 230°C and 150°C respectivelyfor SN/74 and SN/75. At the end of
-- that time, the heat pipes were vented at a pressure slightly in excess of
atmosphericuntil no cold leg was observed at the extreme condenserend.
The heat pipe valves were then closed, capped, and packed for shipment to
Lewis Research Center.
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